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Black Lives Matter (BLM) and the Neoliberal Color
Revolution in America
Neoliberal Democrats exploit BLM to get Biden elected.

By Kurt Nimmo
Global Research, June 25, 2020
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Theme: Media Disinformation, Police State

& Civil Rights

“The protests, riots, violent and non-violent actions sweeping across the United States since
May 25, including an assault on the gates of the White House, begin to make sense when we
understand the CIA’s Color Revolution playbook,” writes economic researcher, historian, and
freelance journalist F. William Engdahl. 

Engdahl  then  breaks  down  the  connections  between  Black  Lives  Matter,  socialist
organizations, George Soros’ Open Society Foundations, the Ford Foundation (as previously
noted,  a  CIA  front  organization),  the  Foundation  to  Promote  Open  Society,  Borealis
Philanthropy, the Kellogg Foundation, Ben & Jerry’s Foundation, and the Heinz Foundation
(John Kerry). 

Following the murder of  George Floyd, “major corporations such as Apple,
Disney, Nike and hundreds others may be pouring untold and unaccounted
millions into ActBlue under the name of Black Lives Matter, funds that in fact
can go to fund the election of a Democrat President Biden.”

#BlackLivesMatter (1/3) pic.twitter.com/k4sIcUiPwP

— Sony (@Sony) May 31, 2020

BLM is part of the Movement for Black Lives Coalition (M4BL), a cutout created by the Ford
Foundation, in other words, the CIA. It has called for “defunding police departments, race-
based reparations, voting rights for illegal immigrants, fossil-fuel divestment, an end to
private  education  and  charter  schools,  a  universal  basic  income,  and  free  college  for
blacks,” according to its website. 

"The initiative of the Movement for Black Lives needs to be picked up by
others…. A coalition of movements that joins a future whirlwind moment to win
the  struggle  can  at  last  make  racial  justice  a  reality."—Quaker  activist
@GeorgeLakey_ at @wagingnv https://t.co/ITwFBv4q5g

— Friends Journal (@friendsjournal) June 16, 2020
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As Engdahl points out, B4BL and BLM are Democrat-dominated operations. They receive
money from ActBlue Charities, a “progressive” organization in support of the Joe Biden
campaign. “ActBlue is a pass-through organization and service for donations to left-of-center
nonprofits and PACs,” notes InfluenceWatch.

B4BL takes money from Google (also linked to the CIA)  and a host of labor unions, including
the  American  Federation  of  State,  County  and  Municipal  Employees,  and  the  AFL-CIO
Committee on Political Education.

An article posted back in 2009 by Human Events states that despite “its stripped-down
appearance, ActBlue is frothing with the elitist pretension characteristic of the modern Left.
The hip tenets of ‘grassroots’ campaigning, highbrow blathering and self-possessed pseudo-
coolness seep through the slogans, descriptions and thematics of the [ActBlue] website.”

As Engdahl points out,  the “role of tax-exempt foundations tied to the fortunes of the
greatest industrial and financial companies such as Rockefeller, Ford, Kellogg, Hewlett and
Soros says that there is a far deeper and far more sinister agenda to current disturbances
than spontaneous outrage would suggest.”

The  founders  of  BLM  admit  to  being  Marxist  revolutionaries  determined  to  destroy
capitalism (no longer recognizable as such).

“The policy platform proposed by BLM in August [2016]… calls for collective ownership of
resources, banks, and businesses, a highly progressive income tax, a guaranteed minimum
income, and government jobs are lifted straight from the pages of Karl Marx’s ‘Communist
Manifesto,’”  writes  Thurston  Powers.  “BLM  has  simply  substituted  Marx’s  class  conflict
between  the  proletariat  and  bourgeoisie  for  class  conflict  between  blackness  and
whiteness.”

BLM  co-founder  confirms  what  anyone  who’s  read  their  work  knows:  they’re
proudly marxists. pic.twitter.com/vvUk5jTp7j

— Rita Panahi (@RitaPanahi) June 18, 2020

The black vs. white dichotomy creates a permanent enemy class, to which
defection is always incomplete. And unlike the proletariat class consciousness,
race consciousness already exists,  making mobilization easier.  This can be
seen in the comments of a Milwaukee protester from August: “We do not want
justice or peace anymore. We done with that shit. We want blood. We want
blood. We want the same shit ya’ll want. Eye for an eye. No more peace. F–k all
that.  Ain’t  no  more  peace.  Ain’t  no  more  peace.  We  done.  We  cannot
cohabitate with white people, one of us have to go, black or white. All ya’ll
have to go!”

It is nonsensical to believe the transnational corporations and banks now funding BLM buy
into the Marxist rhetoric and objectives of BLM—that is to say, they are not supporting their
very own destruction as evil capitalist enterprises. 

BLM and its Marxist leaders will be jettisoned after Biden wins the election. Either BLM will
conform to the democrat masquerade—a kinder and gentler face plastered on the neoliberal
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project—or it will become irrelevant to national one-party politics pushed on the American
people by a corporate propaganda media. 

After a Biden victory, BLM will be expected to head for the bleachers where they will be
required  to  cheerlead  “diversity,”  which  is  basically  yet  another  ruling  elite  control
mechanism. 

Instead, they will go to the streets. 

*
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Kurt Nimmo writes on his blog, Another Day in the Empire, where this article was originally
published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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